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Beyond moving objects from domain to another, or from one Windows platform to another, a
dramatically increasing usage trend is to use the ADMT to consolidate the number of servers within
an existing Active Directory infrastructure. Consider CompTIA A Practice Exams that in the ?older?
days of computing, hardware was nowhere near as powerful and software was nowhere near as
robust, stable, and capable.

Because of this, it is easy for administrators to use the ADMT to take objects from a previously
overburdened server and place them into a higher-level server that has a much greater maximum
capacity than the previous server. Consider Figure 3.1, where the forest root domain for the
SuperCorp corporation is the supercorp.com server, and the extending child domains are children of
the root.

In this ?gure, you can see that the IT department domain (it.supercorp.com) is overbur- dened.
Although it isn?t illustrated in this ?gure, the reason for this is that the users in the IT department are
running an outdated Windows 2000 Server machine with a whopping 400MHz processor and barely
enough RAM to run Office 2007. But then again, that?s sort of the way it goes in IT?just enough to
get the job done.

To deal with this situation, you?d have to perform a common task?taking the existing user accounts
from that CCNA Exam Answers Windows 2000 Server that existed in a child domain and integrat-
ing them into the domain a level up. In this case, you?d use the ADMT to consolidate the number of
servers. You?d do this by first instantiating (which is just a fancy word for initial-izing) the ADMT on
the server that you want to ultimately consolidate toward and take out the user accounts. After this,
you could remove the child domain.

OmniCorp, a medium-sized search engine?based advertising company, has a central office in
Washington, DC; four additional domains installed within the company for vari- ous projects; and
departments throughout the enterprise. However, new government privacy regulations require
OmniCorp to consolidate its existing domain structure into a centralized, focused environment with
only one domain and one domain controller.
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These certificates will be obtained if you happen to pass the a CCNP Exam and different kind of
examination.
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